ELEVABLE TABLE

ELEVABLE TABLE
Desktop
Material
Melamine faced desktop of 25mm thickness. 2mm thick-R=2mm – ABS rolled edge all round applied with PUR glue. Rounded edges at R=2mm.

Control Panel DPG

The desk panel DPG1K is an intuitive desk panel featuring the basics
of a desk panel: Up and down drive of the office desk.
The DPG is activated by tilting the desk panel in the same direction as
the desk is intended to drive – which makes it an intuitive desk panel.
The shape of the DPG makes it possible to reach and adjust the desk
without even looking at the desk panel. This way the user is not
required to draw away attention from work while changing position.
The DPG1K is small and simple, features modern design and fits all
kinds of office desk designs.

Control box CBD6S
The CBD6S is perfect if you need a small and compact control box that
requires a minimum of space when mounted.
It is the most compact and lightweight control box in the DESKLINE
series. It keeps the same width as DESKLINE columns with motor
housings ensuring that it ﬁ ts in a desktop frame, and it is only 38mm
high.
From a design perspective, the control box is more intuitive. It has
plugs for connection of the legs in each end of the box and it is
equipped with cable grooves at the bottom making it easy to lead and
hide motor cables from one side of the desk to the other.
Furthermore, the plugs are white so they are easy recognised under
the desk.
From an environmental view, the CBD6S is a good choice as the
CBD6S has extremely low power consumption in standby mode: only
0.1W and the CBD6S control box is PVC-free, which is state-of-the-art.

Desklift
The DESKLIFT DL6 is a compact 3-part lifting column.
The 3-part construction ensures a short installation dimension
combined with a long stroke length making the DL6 an optimum choice
no matter what the height of the person using the desk is.
The middle profile of the DL6 moves synchronously, so the legs are
always in the same height, thus optimising the desk design.
The DL6 has a compact motor housing, which is almost invisible in the
tabletop construction and the column is very sturdy so in many
applications a crossbar is not necessary.

Kick & Click
LINAK offers a smart and intuitive mounting solution for mounting
Desklift columns to the tabletop.
The solution is perfect for various 2-leg office desks. The unique
feature of Kick & Click is the way of mounting.
The system is clicked together without using tools and at the same
time avoiding the 6 screws normally used for mounting each column to
a frame, simply clever.

Desk Control APP
The app allows the user to connect to the desk via Bluetooth® wireless
technology and encourages the user to use the desk more efficiently.
Desk Control tracks the usage of the desk and helps users reach their
daily goal by sending reminder notifications to the smart device.
By downloading the Desk Control app, the desk user comes one step
closer to changing a prolonged sitting behaviour and gets the friendly
reminder needed to build a healthy standing routine during the working
day.
The app is available for iOS for iPhones and iPads, as well as for
Android smartphones and tablets.

SetPack
With each table you will receive your Set Pack with the following items:




Control Panel
Control Box
Desklift

All you need for your elevable desk.

Elevable table size
We produce the elevable table with the following sizes:
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1400 mm
1600 mm
1800 mm
2000 mm
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B
x
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x
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800 mm
800 mm
800 mm
800 mm

The minimum height is 610mm and the maximum height is 1250mm

B

Finishes
We offer you the following finishes:


Melamine: Oak, Grey, Natural beech, Maple, White, Dark oak, Walnut, Nebraska and Anthracite.



Luxe: White, Cachemir, Black, Burgundy, Graphite, Aluminium, Gold, Curry, Blue and White marble

Th estructure is in White.

